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I have nothing to disclose



Surgical treatment of pantrapezial

disease: Stage IV

◼ Trapeziectomy alone, with or without pinning 

or suspension

◼ Trapeziectomy with interposition

◼ Trapeziectomy with interposition and ligament 

reconstruction



Trapeziectomy, with or without 

reconstruction/interposition

◼ Prospective randomized study compared trapeziectomy 

alone versus trapeziectomy with LRTI and temporary k-

wire fixation.  There were a total of 99 patients with 115 

thumbs, with a mean follow-up of 6.2 years

◼ DASH scores, patient evaluation measure scores and key 

pinch strength were not statistically significant between 

groups

Salem H, Davis TR: Six year outcome excision of  the trapezium 

for trapeziometacarpal joint OA: is it improved by ligament 

reconstruction and temporary k-wire insertion? J Hand Surg Eur 

Vol 37:211-219, 2012.



Trapeziectomy, with or without 

reconstruction/interposition

◼ Prospective randomized study compared trapeziectomy, 

trapeziectomy with PL, and trapeziectomy for LRTI using 

50% of FCR. Minimum follow-up was 5 years (5-18) in 

174 thumbs

◼ There were no differences between the three groups with 

regard to pain relief or strength

Gangopadhyay S, McKenna H, Burke FD, Davis TR: Five to 18 year follow-

up for treatment of  TM OA: a prospective comparison of  excision, tendon 

interposition, and ligament reconstruction and tendon interposition.  J Hand 

Surg 37:411-417, 2012.



Trapeziectomy, with or without 

reconstruction/interposition

◼ Recent Cochrane meta-analysis focusing on surgical treatment of 

thumb CMC OA included 11 studies with a total of 670 patients. 

There were seven procedures included (trapeziectomy, 

trapeziectomy with ligament reconstruction, LRTI, trapeziectomy 

with interposition arthroplasty, Artelon joint resurfacing, 

arthrodesis and silicone joint replacement

◼ The conclusion was that there were no clear benefits of one 

procedure over another based on the current available evidence.

Wajon A, Vinycomb T, Carr E, Edmunds I, Ada L: Surgery for thumb 

TM OA. Cochrane Database Sys Rev 2:CD004631, 2015.



Evidence from Systematic Reviews 

◼ Simple trapeziectomy is effective, but has not 

been widely adopted

◼ No study has conclusively demonstrated 

superiority of one procedure over another

◼ I acknowledge that the best available evidence 

does not support a reconstruction following a 

simple trapeziectomy



LRTI

◼ Having said that, we don’t always follow the 

literature but rather, common sense, and 

common sense dictates that simply removing 

the trapezium doesn’t make sense!

◼ How I currently perform it, including technical 

tips and tricks that I’ve learned over 28 years

◼ The reasons why I think it’s the way to go



BS

◼ 55 y/o RHD teacher with progressive pain at the 

base of her right thumb

◼ History of anxiety/depression, QuickDash of 64

◼ Significant pain and mild crepitus with CMC 

grind/shuck

◼ No thump MP hyperextension

◼ KP 2/9







Longitudinal incision

Protect SRN branches

Incise interval between EPB dorsal and APL palmar

Longitudinal capsulotomy and subperiosteal dissection of  trapezium



Identify radial artery, which is always directly over ST joint

Don’t hesitate to take a fluoro shot if  you’re not sure…

You don’t want to be “that guy/girl” who took out the scaphoid!



Use a corkscrew device placed into the trapezium after predrilling 

Carefully use a McGlamry elevator to dissect around trapezium 

taking care not to cut the FCR



Take out the trapezium en masse



Inspect scaphotrapezoid joint and if  it is arthritic, remove proximal 

one third with a microsagittal saw

Take care not to saw through the capitate!



Post trapeziectomy and proximal one third trapezoidectomy



Harvest FCR and deliver it into the distal wound 

Dissect it all the way out into its insertion on the base of  the 2nd 

metacarpal to create the best vector



Drill a guide pin and aim it at the palmar corner of  the first MC base

A central placement results in too much thumb extension



Use the Arthrex ”finger trap” device to easily 

pass the FCR tendon from palmar to dorsal



Position 1st MC, tension the graft, and secure with a bioabsorbable screw



Use the remainder of  the FCR tendon graft as an interposition 

by rolling it on a straight clamp and suture with 4-0 monocryl to 

fashion ovoid “filler”



Close the capsule

Immobilize for ten days in a forearm based thumb spica splint

Removable splint at ten days, along with a course of  supervised therapy





Why the LRTI?

◼ Restoration of the volar deep anterior oblique 

“beak” ligament makes sense anatomically

◼ Biologic space-filling interposition graft makes 

sense

◼ It has stood the test of time, with less than a 4% 

revision rate

◼ The technique is favored by 62% of ASSH 

members in a survey from 2012



Don’t forget the MP joint…

◼ An unstable MP joint in hyperextension can ruin a 

good LRTI

◼ For mild degrees of hyperextension (< 30°), I favor 

an EPB transfer 

◼ For more significant hyperextension, I favor open 

volar place proximal advancement with a suture 

anchor and temporary k-wire pinning

◼ I rarely perform MP arthrodesis in this setting unless 

the joint has radial/ulnar instability or is arthritic 

and painful



Thank you

David S. Zelouf, MD


